July 22, 2011

Connections: “Complete Streets” Roles and Priorities

Greenwood Ave N.

Roles
- Walk to Broadview Library and cross the street to a small store.

Priorities/Issues
- Walking along Greenwood is dangerous because it needs sidewalks without obstacles
- The pedestrian signal for crossing Greenwood at NW 125th needs to be longer, due to the many seniors (especially with walkers) who cross there.

NW 125th St.-

Priorities/Issues
- Street is poorly maintained with frequent potholes
- A neighborhood shuttle would be great

Top Complete Streets Priorities
- Greenwood Ave N. is #1 priority

Linden Ave. N.: The Urban Village Center

- Needs a gathering place
- This area needs an icon, something to make the place stand out
- Heights should be no more than 4-6 stories
- We would not like-larger parking lots, blank walls from buildings fronting Aurora
- Adequate parking is needed. For these residents it would be an attractive place for residents to visit if their shuttle bus could park there.

Parks and Recreation Needs

- A park is needed somewhere in the Greenwood corridor
- Linden needs gathering places
- Greenwood could use some small gathering spaces

Stronger social Networks

- Farmers’ Market